Abstract. Let M and F be Hubert cube manifolds with F compact. The purpose of this paper is to study homotopy equivalences/: M -» R"' X F which have bounded control in the Redirection. Roughly, these homotopy equivalences form a semi-simplicial complex #^4(Rm X F), the controlled Whitehead space. Using results about approximate fibrations, #"^(Rm x F ) is related to the semi-simplicial complex of bounded concordances on R"' X F. Then the homotopy groups of #^(Rm X F) are computed in terms of the lower algebraic AT-theoretic functors K_i.
1. Introduction. Let F be a compact Hilbert cube manifold. We are interested in homotopy equivalences /: M -» Rm X F which are controlled in the Redirection, where M is also a Hilbert cube manifold. To say / is controlled in the Redirection means that pf: M -» Rm is an approximate fibration, where p: Rm X F -* Rm is projection. The collection of all such homotopy equivalences, which are additionally given to be retractions onto the collared submanifold Rm X F of M, form the vertices of a semi-simplicial complex ¿TA(Rm X F) (see §2 for the precise definition).
The main result of this paper is the computation of the homotopy groups of WA(Rm X F) (see Corollary 1 below). In order to do this we relate WA(Rm X F) to the semi-simplicial complex ^h(Rm X F) of bounded concordances on Rm X F. An «-simplex of <ëb^Rm X F) is a homeomorphism «:RmXPx [0,l] xA"-^rxFx[0,l] X A" such that h is fiber preserving over A", «|(Rm X F X {0} X A") U (Rm X F X [0,1] X 3A") is the identity, and h is bounded (that is, there is a constant L > 0 such that ph is L-close to/?, wherep is projection to Rm). We can now state our first result. Theorem 1. There is a group isomorphism a: TrnWA(Rm Xf)-> rrn_xc€b( Rm X F) for each m > 0, n > 1.
The proof of this theorem (which is given in §5), is based on a sharpened version of the main result of [24] which shows how to. straighten out certain parameterized families of approximate fibrations to be nearly like a product family. This sharpened version is Theorem 2.3 in §2.
The next result illustrates a further relationship between iTA(Rm X F) and <#b(Rm X F). Theorem 2. There is a group isomorphism ß: rrn(ëb(Rm+l X F) -> TrnWA( Rm X F) for each m > 0, n > 0.
The proof of this theorem (which is given in §6) is based on a familiar method for finding a Whitehead torsion invariant of a bounded concordance on M X R (see [1, 29 and 30]). In fact, the proof of Theorem 2 is motivated by [1] .
Together, Theorems 1 and 2 reduce the study of Trnif/'A(Rm X F) for m > n to the study of rr01P~A(Rm~" X F). In §4 we reinterpret a result of Chapman [8] to obtain the following Theorem 3 . There is a group isomorphism (Kx_m(ZTTx(F)) ifm>l, TT01TA(Rm X F) = / K0(Zttx(F)) ifm = l, \wh(ZTTx(F)) if m = 0.
Here Wh denotes the usual algebraically defined Whitehead group functor, K0 is the reduced projective class group functor, and K_¡ (i > 0) denotes the lower algebraic ^-theoretic functor of Bass [2] (see also Gersten [19] ). As usual, Zttx(F) is the integral group ring of the fundamental group of F. For calculations of K_¡ see [3, 4, and 5].
Combining Theorems 1, 2 and 3 we get the following corollary which is the main result of this paper. Here ^(F) denotes the semi-simplicial complex of concordances on F. In addition, we also get the following expected Hilbert cube manifold version of the Anderson-Hsiang result on bounded concordances [1, Theorem 3].
Corollary
2. There is a group isomorphism (K2_m + n(Zrrx(F)) ifO < n < m -3, K0(Zttx(F)) ifn = m-2, Wh(Z77,(P)) ifn = m-1, n-mV(F) ifn > m.
TTnVb(Rm X F) -
In [7 and 8] Chapman has studied controlled homotopy equivalences /: M -> E from a Hilbert cube manifold M into the total space E of a locally trivial fiber bundle/»: E -* B with compact Hilbert cube manifold fiber F and polyhedral base B. (See related work for finite-dimensional manifolds by Chapman [9] and Quinn [27, 28] .) The main problem is to decide when / can be approximated arbitrarily closely by a homeomorphism (with the closeness measured in the base B). Theorem 3 of [8] says/can be so approximated provided ttx(F) is "nice enough." It is hoped that the results of this paper on controlled homotopy equivalences into the trivial bundle/?: R'xf^R™ can be used to obtain a general answer to this problem. This paper is organized as follows. §2 contains the definition of iTA(Rm X F), general preliminaries and the result on parameterized approximate fibrations mentioned above. §3 gives a geometric understanding of the homotopy relation in ¿TA(Rm X F). Also in §3, we define the torsion, for certain «-parameter families of homotopy equivalences to Rm X F with only bounded control in the Redirection, to be an element of TrnWA(Rm X F). In §4 we discuss the group structure of TT0ifrA(Rm X F) and prove Theorem 3. The proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 are given in § §5 and 6, respectively. The author wishes to express his gratitude to T. A. Chapman for suggesting to him that the main theorem of [24] could be used to obtain the results of this paper.
2. Preliminaries. In this section the spaces WA(Rm X F) are defined. The key property of parametrized families of approximation fibrations needed for the constructions in the sequel is established in Theorem 2.3.
We begin with some notation. The Hilbert cube is denoted by Q and a Hilbert cube manifold or Q-manifold is a separable metric space which is locally homeomorphic to Q. The reader should consult [6] for the basic machinery of g-manifolds including the notion of Z-sets. Throughout this paper F will denote a compact ö-manifold, Rm euclidean w-space, and A" the standard «-simplex with combinatorial boundary 3A" consisting of the faces 30A", StA",... ,3"A". If m or n is 0, then Rm or A" will denote a point.
We will often encounter fiber preserving (f.p.) maps and almost always these will be maps which preserve the obvious fibers over A". Specifically, if p: X -» A", a: 7 -» A" and /: X -* 7 are maps, then / is f.p. if of = p. Often the maps p and a will be understood to be some natural projections. The map p will almost always denote projection to Rm or Rm X A", depending on the context. The space Rm is given the metric induced by the norm ||x|| = max{|x1|,...,|xm|}.
For fiber preserving, or sliced, g-manifold results (including the notion of sliced Z-sets) see [12 and 13] .
A map is proper if the inverse image of every compact set is compact. To say a map is a bundle means that the map is the projection map of a locally trivial fiber bundle.
The maps which will make up the space ifrA{Rm X F) are defined as follows. Let p: M -* A" be a bundle with g-manifold fiber such that Rm X F X A" is a closed subset of M and the inclusion Rm X F X A" -* M is f.p. If e > 0 and /: M -> Rm X F X A" is an f.p. proper retraction, then /is said to be an f.p. p~1(e)-sdr provided there exists an f.p. homotopy F: M X [0,1] -> M such that F0 = id, Fx = f, Ft\Rm X F X A" = id for 0 < t < 1, and the diameter of pf{F({x) X [0,1])} is less than e for each x in M. If/is an f.p. p~x(e)-sdr for some (possibly large) e > 0, then/is an f.p. bounded sdr.
The space iTA(Rm X F) is defined as a semi-simplicial complex and the reader is referred to [26] for information about semi-simplicial topology. A typical «-simplex of JTA(Rm X F) consists of the equivalence class of a map /: M -> Rm X F X A", where there is a bundle p: M -* A" with g-manifold fiber, M contains Rm X F X A" as a sliced Z-set, and / is an f.p. p'1(e)-sdr for every e > 0. Another such map /': M' -» Rm X F X A" is equivalent to / if there exists an f.p. homeomorphism «:
M -M' such that/'« = /and «|Rm X F X A" = id.
The face and degeneracy operations in iTA{Rm X F) are induced by the standard operations on A". It follows immediately from the definitions that these operations are well defined.
The bundle p: M -> A" and the shced Z-embedding R"xFxi"->M will always be understood without further mention whenever a representative/: M -» Rm X F X A" of an «-simplex of WA(Rm X F) is given.
The following lemma gives an alternative way of recognizing when a map represents an element of ifAÇR1" X F). First we need some more definitions. If a is an open cover of 7, then a proper map /: X -» 7 is said to be an a-fibration if for all maps F: Z X [0,1] -> 7 and g: Z -» X for which fg = F0, there is a map G: Z X [0,1] -» X such that G0 = g and fG is a-close to F If e > 0, then we also use e to denote the open cover of 7 by balls of diameter e. Thus, we speak of e-fibrations. A map /: X -* Y between ANRs is an approximate fibration provided it is an a-fibration for every open cover a of 7 This notion was introduced in [14] . If /: IxA"^ 7 X A" is an f.p. map, then /is an approximate fibration if and only if/: XX {r}-> 7 X {r} is an approximate fibration for each t in A". This follows from [15] . See [23] for the f.p. lifting property of an f.p. approximate fibration. M -» A" is an ANR bundle, M contains Rm X F X A", the inclusion R"XFxA"->M is f.p., f: M^R'XFXA" is an f.p. sdr, and pf: M-^R-xA" is an f.p. 8-fibration, then fis anf.p.p~l(e)-sdr.
Conversely, if' fis an f.p. p~1(e)-sdr, then pf: M -» Rm is an e-fibration for each t in A".
Proof. If pf were a Hurewicz fibration, then this would follow from Dold's proof that a fiber preserving homotopy equivalence between two Hurewicz fibrations is a fiber homotopy equivalence [16] . Just as in [8, Proposition 2.3] we note that Dold's proof can be adapted to the present situation by using only the approximate lifting property of pf. Note that 8 depends on m and « as well as e because we need to deduce that/?/has an f.p. approximate lifting property (see [23, Theorem 2.4 
]).
The converse is easily verified. ■ The following corollary follows immediately from Lemma 2.1 and the definition of iTA(Rm X F). The next theorem is an improvement of the main result of [24] in the special case when the base is euclidean space. This theorem describes an important property of parametrized families of approximate fibrations. This property can be summarized by saying that these families can be straightened out to be nearly like a product family. to represent the same homotopy class in TrnWA(Rm X F). Finally, we define the torsion of certain controlled homotopy equivalences to be an element of TT^iTA( Rm X F) and characterize geometrically what it means for two of these homotopy equivalences to have the same torsion (Proposition 3.6).
We begin with some more definitions. If a is an open cover of 7, then a proper map /: X -> 7 is an a-equivalence provided there is a proper map g: 7 -> X and proper homotopies gf -id and fg -id limited by f~l(a) ana a, respectively. If X and 7 are both fibered over a space, then / is an f.p. a-equivalence provided /, g and the homotopies are all f.p. If 7 = Rm X F, then /: X -» Rm X F is a bounded homotopy equivalence if it is ap_1(e)-equivalence for some (possibly large) e > 0. Moreover, if it is additionally given that M contains Rm X F X A" as a sliced Z-set andf\Rm X F X A" = id, then we may additionally conclude that the homotopy from f to f is relR"1 X F X A".
Furthermore, if it is additionally given that f\: p_1(3A") -* Rm X F X 3A" is an f.p.
p~l(^-equivalence for every p > 0, then we may additionally conclude that the homotopy from f to f is rel p_1(3A").
Proof. The f.p. map pf: M -* Rm X A" has the property that pf,: p~\t) -» Rm is a ô-fibration for each t in A". If 8 is small enough, then it follows from Theorem 7.2 and Remark 7.5 of [23] that/?/is f.p. e-homotopic to a map g: M -> Rm X A" which is an f.p. approximate fibration. Lift this homotopy to get an f.p. /?"1(£)-homotopy from/to a map/such that pf = g. Since/is an f.p. homotopy equivalence and pf is an f.p. approximate fibration, the method of Dold used in the proof of Lemma 2.1 shows that/is an f.p./7_1(ju)-equivalence for every p > 0.
If we have the additional hypotheses of the proposition, then one uses the full strength of Theorem 7.2 of [23] to make the homotopy from pf to g rel(Rm X F X A") U p""1(3A"). Then the lifted homotopy from/to/can be required to have this same property. ■ The next proposition is the analogue of Proposition 3.1 for bounded equivalences.
Proposition 3.2. If p: M -> A" is a bundle with Q-manifold fiber and f:
M -* Rm X F X A" is an f.p. bounded equivalence, then f is f.p. boundedly homotopic to a map f: M -* Rm X F X A" which is an f.p. p~1(p)-equivalence for every p > 0.
Moreover, the last two paragraphs of Proposition 3.1 hold verbatim in this situation.
Proof. There exists a c > 0 such that/»/: p_1(0 -» Rm is a c-fibration for each / in A". Choose K > 0 large and let y: Rm -» Rm be the homeomorphism defined by y(x) = x/K. Then each ypft: p~\t) -» Rm is a S-fibration, where 8 > 0 is small. As in the proof of Proposition 3.1 we can find a small f.p. homotopy of (y X id)pf to an f.p. approximate fibration g: M -» Rm X A". Then (y_1 X id)g is still an f.p. approximate fibration and it is f.p. boundedly homotopic to pf. Now lift this bounded homotopy as in the proof of Proposition 3.1 in order to obtain the desired map/.
If the additional hypotheses of the proposition are given, then one only has to replace the homeomorphism y X id: Rm X A" -» Rm X A" by an f.p. homeomorphism y which has the property that y|Rm X 3A" = id. ■ Since WAtR"1 X F) satisfies the Kan extension condition, it makes sense to talk about the homotopy groups of iTA(Rm X F). The nth homotopy group is based at the «-simplex of irA(Rm X F) which is represented by the projection map Rm represents an «-simplex of iVA(Rm X F) which determines a class in rrni(rA(Rm X F), then that class is denoted by [/] . Such a map has the property that/|: p_1(3,A") -* Rm X F X 3,A" is equivalent to the "base (n -l)-simplex" of iTA(Rm X F) for each / ■* 0,1,..., n. The following lemma will be useful in analyzing these maps. Then there exists an f.p. homeomorphism j: Rm X F X [0,1] X 3A" -» p_1(3A") such that ;|Rm X F X {0} X 3A" = id and fj: Rm X F X [0,1] X 3A" -> Rm X F X 3A" is projection.
Proof. Since / represents a class of TrnifrA(Rm X F), it follows that there are f.p. homeomorphisms g,: Rm X F X [0,1] X 3,A" -» p~l(d,An) for i = 0,1,...,« such that g,|Rm X F X {0} X 3,A" = id and /g, is projection. For each z = 1,2,...,« let C, denote the subset of the boundary of 3,A" which meets \J'k~J0 3^A". The g,'s will now be modified so that they agree on their common domain.
We will inductively define f.p. homeomorphisms g0 = g0, g\, • • • ,g" = j, where
These are defined so that gi+x extends g" g,|Rm X F X {0} X (\Jk_0 dkA") = id, and fg¡ is projection. Assuming i > 1 and that gi_1 has been defined, proceed to define g, on Rm The homotopy from/to/'« is given at time t by the composition
This proves that (i) implies (ii). Since (ii) obviously implies (iii), it remains to show that (iii) implies (i). The following assertion first shows how to replace / by a map which has a particularly standard form over 3A".
Assertion 3.4.1./is f.p. boundedly homotopic rel(Rm X F X A") U p_1(3A") to a map /which has the property that there is an f.p. homotopy G: idM -f re\Rm X F X A" such that/G is a bounded homotopy and/G|p_1(3A") is a stationary homotopy. Proof. By Lemma 3.3 there is an f.p. homeomorphism/: Rm X F x [0,1] X 3A" -» p"x(3A") such that 7'|Rm X F X {0} X 3A" = id and fj is projection. Since p is trivial there is an f.p. When this data is given we will define the torsion of /. The immediate goal is to find an f.p. bounded homotopy rel p_1(3A") of/to a map which represents a class in TTni(rA(Rm X F). To this end let g: Rm X F X A" -» M be an f.p. bounded homotopy inverse for /. We may assume that g is a sliced Z-embedding and that g|Rm X F X 3A" = id by sliced Z-set unknotting. Identify Rm X F X A" with its image under g and regard g as an inclusion map. Now / is f.p. boundedly homotopic rel p_1(3A") to a map /: M->RmXFxA"
which is an f.p. bounded strong deformation retraction. This follows from the usual method of turning a weak deformation retraction into a strong deformation retrac- Note that g is f.p. homotopic to g' by a homotopy which is bounded when projected to Rm X F X A" by /. By sliced Z-set unknotting there exists an f.p. homeomorphism «: M -* M such that «g = g' and fh is boundedly close to/. Since the homotopy from g to g' can be chosen to be rel R"1 X F X 3A", it can be assumed that «|p_1(3A" homeomorphism h: M -* M' such that h\Rm X F X 3A" = id, f'h\p-lÇdAn) = /|p_1(3A"), and f'h is f.p. boundedly homotopic rel p'1(dA") tof.
Proof. If t(/) = r(f'), then the definition of torsion and Proposition 3.4 immediately imply the existence of «.
On the other hand, suppose the homeomorphism « is given. To define the torsion t(/) choose a sliced Z-embedding g: RmXFxA"-»M such that g is an f.p. bounded homotopy inverse for / and g|Rm X F X 3A" = id. It follows that «g: Rm X F X A" -* M' is an f.p. bounded homotopy inverse for /'. Now Proposition 3.4 can be used to conclude that t(/) = r(f'). ■
The next proposition is a version of Proposition 3.6 when the bounded homotopy equivalences have small 8 control. The construction is similar to that in [1, §8] . In order to define ß, let [«] be an element of Trß'b(Rm+1 X F). Thus « is an f.p. Proof. It is clear that p is a submersion with noncompact g-manifold fibers. There are two alternative ways to show that p is, in fact, a bundle. The author's original method was to follow the proof of the Technical Bundle Theorem in [25] , constructing by hand the radial engulfing isotopies. (It is necessary here to appeal to the ö-manifold versions of the submersion theorem and the isotopy extension theorem in [17 and 31] .)
The following quicker method was pointed out by the referee. Note that there is an f.p. proper retraction R: Rm Proof. This follows almost immediately from the definitions. ■
The following simple variation of Alexander's trick will be useful in the next proposition. k~Mh]) = t. 
